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Summary 
The important problem for RTM-like methods is detecting diffractors on the background of the strong reflections . 
Convectional RTM images has original artefacts because the method RTM is based on the wave-equation.  For 
overcoming such interference the regularization is performed by filtration in some extended space of seismic 
parameters.  Method VPRTM  in detail analyses  the amplitudes and phases of  two interconnected vectors: the 
particle velocity vector of the incident wave and the generated vector of the reflected or scattered wave. The new 
subsurface images, obtained by  VPRTM method are more informative  and  precise than the conventional RTM 
images. The proposed approach demonstrates the high accuracy at the detecting weak diffractors on the 
background of strong reflections.  Method VPRTM is perspective for the carrying out the precision analysis in the  
AVO, Dip, Frequency, Impedance, Reflectivity and Diffractivity  procedures simultaneously. 
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Introduction 

 

Imaging Condition is the key point for RTM image processing (Baysal et.al.,1983; Whitmore, 1983; 

McMechan, 1983). Convectional RTM images has original artefacts because the method is based on 

the wave-equation. For overcoming such interference the image regularization is performed by 

filtration in an extended space of parameters (Yoon and Marfurd, 2006; Sava and Fomel, 2006;  

Zhang and McMechan, 2011). Erokhin et. al., 2017, suggested the new approach for regularization, 

based on using the Interconnected Vector Pair Imaging Condition (IVP IC). The method, based on 

such approach is called Vector Pair Reverse Time Migration (VPRTM). In this paper we present the 

results of further developing the VPRTM method particularly at the example of detection the ultra-

weak diffractors on the background of strong reflections for the model of West Siberia tight oil 

deposit. 

 

Method 

 

The mathematical statement VPRTM derives acoustical wave by the couple ( , )p u  where p  is the 

pressure and u  is the particle velocity vector field, which satisfy the first order linear differential 

equations (Erokhin et. al., 2017). The forward wave ( , )( , ; ), [0, ]f f
sp u x t x t T  satisfies the Cauchy 

problem 
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Here ( ) ( )sr t x x  is the source located at the boundary point      0, 2,3n n
sx x x n  (  is the 

Dirac function, and r  is some wavelet), T  is the time of observation. Let 0 [0,T]

fp p


  be the 

“measured” pressure. The adjoint problem to the problem (1) is written as follows 
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where (0,...0,1)   ) is the unit normal vector to  . We call ( , )b bp u   the back wave since it propagates 

in reversal time. So, forward and back waves include two vector fields: ( , ; )f
su x t x  and ( , ; )b

su x t x . In 

what follows we use these vector fields only.  Further we will use short notations ff u , 
bb u . 

 

Thus, at each point in the space of the acoustic medium, we have a pair of interconnected vectors  

( , )b f  that are characterized by their own amplitudes, phases, frequencies that vary with time and 

depend on the coordinates of the sources. Behavior of the backscattering vector at each point of the 

acoustic space depends only on the properties of the medium in the neighborhood of this point. Then 

the incident signal at the point of space can be considered as an input to a certain black box (medium), 

and the output is a backscatter signal. Each test signal at the input of such a black box will be called 

an event. It is obvious that the number of such events for each point of the medium is determined by 

the time sampling, the number of sources, and can reach several tens of thousands. In this case, each 

event for a two-dimensional acoustic medium has its coordinates in a six-dimensional space: time, 

source number, amplitude f , amplitude b  , phase of incident angle α  , phase of scattering angle β  .  

For a three-dimensional acoustic medium, similar events will have two dimensions greater due to 

additional two spatial angles. Thus, events for the three-dimensional acoustic medium will be 

localized already in the eight-dimensional space. For the case of a three-dimensional elastic medium, 

events are localized in 12-dimensional space. 
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Let us 1 6( ,..., ) ( , ,| |,|| |, , )p p p t s f b     is a vector from compact set 
6P R , where    ( )/2  is 

opening angle and   ( )/2   is  the dip angle. Condition IVP IC (Erokhin et. al., 2017)  is 

proposed based on admissible vectors pair. The procedure of the imaging media consists of the two 

stages.  At the first stage we obtain admissible subset 
PQ Q . Subset is the result of filtration 

(regularization) the full set Q  by not only restrictions of set    { , 0,..., , [0, ], 1,..., }k s T st x k N t T s N , but 

else by restriction of remaining components of vector ( , ,| |,|| |, , )p t s f b   which  belongs to subset 

PQ Q . For example such subset is       { , 0,..., , 1,..., ,( , /| || |) 1}P k s T sQ t x k N s N b f b f c , where 

, means scalar product and c some constant (similarly  to approach Stolk et.al., 2009, Whitmore and 

Crawley, 2012). The design of admissible subset  
PQ  with angle-domain ( , )  or ( , )   restrictions is 

similar to filtration on the basis of local image matrix (Xie and Wu, 2002; Yan and Xie, 2009). At the 

second stage we choose the concrete type of IVP Imaging Condition, which is written as follows  

 ( ) ( , )( )
PQ

I x R f b x ,    (3) 

 where 
PQ

R  is some operator being applied to the pair of vectors   ,f b  from  subset PQ . Such 

operator may be scalar product, product of modules of two vectors, division etc., with subsequent 

summation or calculation of averages or variances (Erokhin et. al., 2017). For example: 

(| || |) ( | || |)
PQ Q

Q

R R b f b f    is exactly conventional RTM.  

 

Examples 

 

The important problem for RTM-like methods is detecting diffractors on the background of the strong 

reflections (Landa et al., 1987;  Khaidukov et.al., 2004, Erokhin et.al., 2012).  This problem can 

successfully be solved on the basis of the proposed VPRTM approach (1)-(3),  using a target filtration 

of vector   subject to amplitude and phase features of distributions for reflection and difraction points. 

Typical model for West Siberia tight-oil deposit is presented at Fig.1a. Six сirculars inclusions  with 

diameters 20 meters (numbering of inclusions from left to right from 1 to 6) are introduced in the tight 

oil layer . Depth of tight oil layer is 2600 m. Background velocity in the tight oil layer is 3453 m/s.  

Inclusions velocities are from 3000 m/s up to 3500 m/s (from left to right). Distance between 

inclusons is 5000 m.  Between and under inclusions #2 and #3 there exists natural fault. 

Computational parameters are: the spacing step is 10 m; the time step is 0.4 ms; the number of sources 

is 354; the source step is 50 m; the computational domain for one source is 4800x3200 m;  the number 

of receivers is 97;  the receiver interval  is 50 m; dominant frequency  of Ricker’s wavelet is 40Hz  . 

Similated seismic data for this benchmark model are free shared (www.4dprm.com). Fig. 1b 

demonstrates the result of convetional PSTM processing. Tight oil layer is the second layer from 

below.    

   
     a      b 

Figure 1 Typical model for West Siberia  tight oil deposit with  inroduced six circular inclusions (a) 

and result of convetional PSTM processing (b) 

 

The next Fig.2 shows the results of special processing for detecting diffractors by two methods. First 

method is called CSP (Erokhin at.al.,2012) and use the multidimensional spectral filtration (Fig. 2a). 

Second method is called Diffraction  Imaging and use the full-azimuth subsurface angle-domain 
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decomposition based on the beam approach (Koren Z. and Ravve I., 2011) – Fig.2b. Result of 

Diffraction VPRTM processing is presented at Fig. 3. Here the IVP IC is  (| |) ( | |)
P P

P

Q Q
Q

R R b b   , 

where admissible subset 
PQ Q  includes the events with the properties of mostly scattered waves. 

Result of VPRTM processing for estimation dip values near the inclusions is depicted at Fig. 4. For 

this case IVP IC is  (| |, )
P PQ QR R b   and type of

PQ
R  is statistical momets.  Results of AVO VPRTM 

are presented at Fig.5: Poisson coefficient 6a and Fluid Factor 6b.  Here the IVP IC is  

(| | / | |, )
P PQ QR R b f  .  

    
         a             b 

Figure 2 Results of special processing by CSP method (a) by Diffractivity Imaging method (b) 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Result of Diffraction VPRTM processing with filtration non-scattered waves 
 

    
   a   b   c   d 

Figure 4 Result of VPRTM processing for estimation dip values near the inclusions #1(a), inclusion #2(b), 

natural  fault (c)  inclusion #3(d). 
 

   
    a          b 

Figure 5 Result of  AVO VPRTM processing. Poisson coefficient (a ) and Fluid Factor (b) 
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Conclusions 

 

The filtration procedures of interconnected vectors pair based on the  Interconnected Vector Pair 

Image Condition  are proposed. The subsurface images, obtained by  VPRTM method are more 

informative than the conventional RTM images. New method has demonstrated the high accuracy at 

the detecting weak diffractors on the background of strong reflections.  Method VPRTM is 

perspective for the carrying out the precision analysis in the  AVO, Dip, Frequency, Impedance, 

Reflectivity and Diffractivity  procedures simultaneously. 
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